Seattle Times: Lakewood Police shooting

@seattletimes is experimenting with Google Wave and we'd love participants (we hear that's what makes it so cool). If you are a local journo, citizen following the story or just interested in how breaking content ebbs and flows on the Web, please join us.

Currently Seattle police are chasing reports of suspected cop killer Maurice Clemmons after the house they had surrounded overnight turned up empty: http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/localnews/2010386387_webleschihome29m.html

Techcrunched!

jangarano@googlewave.com: Also now on engadget.com! Nov 30

Kien Tseng: gizmodo.com is also covering Google Wave's use in the manhunt. Nov 30

Guillaume Boutin: Came from there... :)Oops I mean gizmodo.com, I have engadget.com too opened in my Chrome browser... Nov 30

jangarano@googlewave.com: sweet Nov 30

clarystephanie@googlewave.com (and Chad, tdykstra@googlewave.com, …):

Latest on Lakewood shooting:
Tip Line: 866-977-2362

Current Search Locale (updated 11/30 3:02 pm PST):
Google Map of Manhunt
Officers on alert at "every exit route out of Washington" looking for officer shooting suspect (source: @seattlepi)

Previously:
Suspect reported near 13th and Lander (Unrelated 11/30 3:34 pm PST)
Officers investigating break-in near Cowan Park. Unclear if related or not (source: Publicola) (cleared: 11/30 3:02 pm PST)
Brooklyn and 62nd (updated: 12:38 PST) (cleared 11/30 2:09 pm PST)
"a lot" of liquid blood found in nearby park? (source: scanner) - (Time?)

Suspect Vehicle Description (updated 11/30 2:56 pm PST):
Police no longer looking for '97 Mazda Millenia - WSP Trooper Brandy Kessler says it was sold 2 months ago (source: @KIRO7Seattle)
green 1997 Mazda Millenia, WA license 208SSX (vehicle is registered to suspect's wife)
image-of-similar-'97-Mazda-Millenia-

Suspect Description:
Maurice Clemmons
(Suspect may be using alias w/ fake WA ID for Carsile Dawson) (source? other than twitter)
2004 photo, Twitter photo, http://twitter.com/mauriceclemmons

Beacon Hill Elementary on lockdown
http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/localnews/2010388783_weblakewoodupdate30m.html

Live Audio:
Scanner Traffic
Police Scanner Link
Alternate Link 1 (KOMO)
Alternate Link 2 (radioreference.com)

Live Video:
KiroTV
Komo4 (not currently live)
Video:
SPD Det. Jeff Kappel speaks about 11-hour standoff

Police shooting: Man who helped baristas

Interactive map and timeline:
http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/flatpages/local/policeshootingsinlakewoodwa.html

Google Wave:
search for with:public washooting

Twitter:
Twitter #WAShooting
Twitter #WAshooting search minus RTs (Retweets)

Wikipedia
- On shooting
- On suspect

Memorials:
Facebook
Physical Memorial

Donation Funds (watch for likely scams to pop up):
Lakewood Police Independent Guild - donations for the families of fallen officers
Forza Coffee Company Accepting Secure Donations for the families of fallen officers

Seattle Times: Lakewood shooting Map
Google Streetview of the site of the incident

---

JcTorres: Info in Spanish:
Presunto asesino de policías desata balacera en Seattle; podría estar muerto

clarystephanie@googlewave.com: from our executive editor: Employees at RDA Building, 800 S. Maynard, told to stay in the building. One says he can see a bloody gauze on sidewalk.

JT Perry: At what point are we (society, police, etc) over reacting? Using blowhorns, etc because we see bloody gauze? Now I assume police have more to indicate he is in the area.

Joe Ruiz: It's a legitimate question, but police aren't likely to take any chances in passing up tips.

petebaldridge@googlewave.com: was the gauze a tip or just an observation from a bystander?

Andrew DeFilippis: Who knows what is actually going on, the scanner traffic is back and forth between a lot of different incidents.

Chad: I added the link above.

clarystephanie@googlewave.com: very cool, thank you

Hideki Saito: Be aware that it is potentially illegal for you to write about things
heard over scanner (not sure about webcasting of audio)...

Cassie Wallender: The scanner is public at: http://www.komonews.com/news/content/scanner/31214074.html?video=pop&a
Which makes me wonder why it would be illegal to disclose anything overheard on it, since it's not exactly secret.

Brendan: In most states your not allowewd to have a scanner in a car, and it could be illagle for you to relay info hear over a scanner to sombody in a car (because of the possibility of peoople warning of upcoming road traps).

Chris Longman: Any information that would compromise an investigation, raid, or service will not be relayed over publicly-accessible channels, including unencrypted analog scanner traffic. The statement above is not an accurate representation of Washington State law.

Hideki Saito: Which could be mean this is somewhat gray area, but I guess it probably not strictly enforced;

Alexis Rado: No, what it means is you can talk about anything you hear on the public scanner.

Elise Oras: illegal to write things OH on a scanner?

Hideki Saito: There's a law called ECPA, which states:
(e) (i) intentionally discloses, or endeavors to disclose, to any other person the contents of any wire, oral, or electronic communication, intercepted by means authorized by sections 2511(2)(A)(ii), 2511(b)-(c), 2511(e), 2516, and 2518 of this subchapter, (ii) knowing or having reason to know that the information was obtained through the interception of such a communication in connection with a criminal investigation, (iii) having obtained or received the information in connection with a criminal investigation, and (iv) with intent to improperly obstruct, impede, or interfere with a duly authorized criminal investigation, under prohibition.

Andrew Filer: What that's referring to is the exemption for telephone company employees, law enforcement officers, etc to conduct/assist in surveilance. If they then use the information to interfere with an investigation, that's outlawed by the section you quoted. The radio scanner webpage is not intercepting "by means authorized by sections 2511(2)(A)(ii), 2511(b)-(c), 2511(e), 2516, and 2518 of this subchapter".


Hideki Saito: That's why I said it may be "potentially" illegal.

Tom Biro: I'm sure someone can make a gadget for that... good idea.

ryanirilli@googlewave.com: Anyone near the RDA building? with more info?
clarystephanie@googlewave.com: another update from our editor: Alex Hong at Spic 'n Span Cleaners on Maynard Ave. says 4 police cars there now, were 10 a few minutes ago.
coryhaik@googlewave.com: for some reason @dlboardman is not showing on public timeline on twitter -- folo him, tho. he's got the lastest, is live-tweeting the search

Isha Zubeidi: Here's a link to the twitter search that doesn't include RTs: http://search.twitter.com/search?q=washooting+-rt

Bit cleaner than straight up searching the tag.

Ben Tang: You an also follow @seattletimes, they RT everything he tweets

jbelzman@googlewave.com: You can also follow the SeattleTimes WaShooting twitter list, which compiles staff tweets @ http://twitter.com/seattletimes/washooting

tdykstra@googlewave.com: We should add these links to the main article at the top. Getting crowded at the bottom here.

Chad: Good call. That's the collaboration potential.

Joe Leverone: Chad I remember you from the Democrat wave. What a small world.

Chad: And getting smaller every day.

andrew.zahler@googlewave.com: Thanks Isha for that link. Any publish2 users gathering links?

Joe Ruiz: I love Publish2 as an option. Honestly, I spaced on thinking to use it this time. Something we should take a look at, though.

andrew.zahler@googlewave.com: For future: We should get you on the Northwest News group on Publish2, Joe. http://www.publish2.com/newsgroups/northwest-news/ (don't know if this link works if you aren't already a member)

Elaine Helm Norton: I added Joe to the group. Angela Dice set it up so all members are also admins and can add others.

andrew.zahler@googlewave.com: Great. I just tried but wasn't coming up with Joe.

claycampbell@googlewave.com: http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?hl=en&ie=UTF8&msa=0&msid=100100228202640074527.0004799a6d0b05bd&f=0&spn=0.083303,0.154324&z=13 is there a way to embed this into the wave?

Chad: Not directly, but we can start our own and rebuild it. They don't have maps linked from the back end yet.

Matthew McCourt: like the idea of the map

claycampbell@googlewave.com: yeah it wont let you embed an already made map...that i can tell

Chad: Have we started one here yet? I'd recommend starting another wave for it. It causes waves to load and move slowly.

Chad: Just created a new wave for the Map, and Linked it above.

Seattle Times: Lakewood shooting Map
coryhaik@googlewave.com: hey there -- cory from seattletimes, wondering who authored this map and if they could call me: 206-914-4305. we'd like to use.

Crystal Nicole Fincher: I believe it was Chad Lupkes

Tom Biro: you can reply privately to Chad Lupkes above through Wave

Chad: Use the damn thing! That's why I created it! On wave, don't ask for permission, at least not from me.

Ben Tang: click the google maps option, should be last icon to the right on your toolbar

Joe Ruiz: Cops looking for green 1997 Mazda Millenia, WA license 208SSX, registered to Clemmons' wife. #washooting

claycampbell@googlewave.com: didnt they show her driving away in this vehicle last night after they questioned her?

andyftw@googlewave.com: I seem to recall that the vehicle she drove away in was a Dodge Intrepid, or something like that. Not a Mazda.

Gabriel Biller: is there live video online anywhere? chopper cams?

cassie wallender: All I've got so far is the live police scanner at http://www.komonews.com/news/content/scanner/31214074.html?video=pop&l=a

confederateyankee@googlewave.com: I can't get a location, but they seem to be on to something...I just heard on officer declare he had his "patrol rifle," which is another name for a semi-automatic AR-15 type carbine.

Andrew DeFilippis: Sounds like Cowan Park or something like that

Isha Zubeidi: They were asking for a K9 unit at Cowen Park.

Isha Zubeidi: Yikes...now it's sounding a little more serious.

goddenm@googlewave.com: How come all of the coverage is focused on him and we have seen very little on the wife, cousin, nephew, etc. KIRO this morning said several other arrests had already been made.

Ben Tang: arrests were linked to those that helped him after the shooting in lakewood
goddenm@googlewave.com: These must be the same relatives who stripped for 5 min on Sunday on his orders.

baldwin.jeff@googlewave.com: Say what? Stripped?

goddenm@googlewave.com: Yeah, there was a mention in several articles that he had his wife and young children strip for 5 minutes because families should "be naked together on sundays". This is the same one that referenced him believing he could fly and that Obama would confirm he was the Messiah in the coming days.

baldwin.jeff@googlewave.com: Wow..ok, thanks. Had heard about the flying and Messiah comments, but not this one.

Scott Brown: It's pretty disgusting how many of his friends/relatives were helpful to him without even calling the police.

Max K: Not surprising though

stephenmcd@googlewave.com: It will be interesting to see how useful Google Wave is compared to Twitter. I "love" Twitter for breaking local news.

Chad: with:public washooting

Gabriel Biller: this seems very clumsy... anyway... interesting to see an attempt to make waving useful

Brian W. Post: This makes Twitter look slow. We have now gone from a 24/7 news cycle to second-by-second reporting.

Chad Rowe: Waving with this many is a little confusing.

stephenmcd@googlewave.com: I'm new to Wave, so forgive my ignorance, but for me, even if Wave is faster (which I'm not sure that it is), Twitter is much more useable. New posts at the top = win. With Wave, I have to scroll down through the wave to find new info. New posts hidden with no way to quickly access them = unmitigated fail.


stephenmcd@googlewave.com: Thanks Luke! That works (most of the time, anyway, but it's better than nothing!).

Kirk Olson: What do you think about the live typing feed aspect of Wave?

goddenm@googlewave.com: Seems a little slow to me... I keep feeling like everyone is pausing for several seconds between inputs.

stephenmcd@googlewave.com: distracting/annoying, mostly
University of Washington, Seattle Campus

This morning at 7:00 a.m., a Metro bus driver reported dropping off a rider resembling the suspect in the Lakewood police shootings at University Way, N.E. and N.E. 40th St. University Police were notified and a UW Alert message was sent alerting the campus community to the possible danger. Notice was also posted to the UW web site, along with a photograph of the suspect. Seattle Police responded and began a search of the area, along with UW Police, who also began a search of campus buildings, starting in west campus. As of 11:00 a.m., there has been no further sighting of the suspect, who is reported to be suffering from a gunshot wound, is armed and very dangerous. You are urged to be alert, cautious, and aware of your surroundings as you move about campus today. If you see someone resembling the suspect, please call 911 immediately.
Gabriel Biller: is this the same audio feed? http://www.radioreference.com/apps/audio/?action=wp&feedId=220 no issues for me using this on mac... komonews was a problem

Paul Fillmore: it's slightly different, less of the automated fire alarm stuff.

Gabriel Biller: just overheard about blood trail... up in cowen park? 6100 block of brooklyn? is this the same suspect? did he move from the ID to Ravenna?

Matt Hickey: Yeah, it's really great of Komo to do that

Marissa: Very cool watching this Wave grow. It's the first time I'm truly seeing the use and effectiveness of Google Wave. I also see where folks are typing an update.

confederateyankee@googlewave.com: CSI units being calle dot Cowan Park

hayeshaugen@googlewave.com: People can update twitter from their phone. Much harder to do same with wave.

chrismartin@googlewave.com: Definitely not as easy yet, though.

chrismartin@googlewave.com: You can update wave from your phone. Go to the google_wave.com and save it as a widget on your phone's screen.

shannonsnider@googlewave.com: They should just add it to the google app (for Iphone users)

Max K: It's still pretty chunky... not ready for prime-time

chrismartin@googlewave.com: I wouldn't be surprised if once Wave comes out of preview and into a beta stage we get some sort of mobile app.

Alex: Nooooo! I have to go to work! Chuckles!

Alex: And this is just the preview?

Kirk Olson: Anyone from the Google Wave team here?

Brian W. Post: I'm trying to get their attention. Where is the "batman light" for these Google folks?

Abraham Epton: I work at Google, but not on Wave. Happy to collect feedback and pass it on to the Wave guys and gals.
Joe Leverone: How is this police stream even legal? I don't understand.

Andrew DeFilippis: Public information

Paul Fillmore: Why wouldn't it be legal?

Joe Leverone: This nutcase could potentially be listening. Now of course it's highly unlikely. I've just never heard of this before. But now that you mention it, it makes sense.

confederateyankee@googlewave.com: police scanners have been around for decades... this isn't new

Paul Fillmore: they can go private if they're going to reveal anything.

Scott Brown: They go to a TAC(tactical) channel when they are wanting to discuss something that shouldn't be across the public airwaves.

Crystal Nicole Fincher: When you are listening and there are long periods of silence, that's when they are going private

claycampbell@googlewave.com: if the news breaks from this story one more time to tell me about tiger woods im going to turn off my tv. how did this become more important?

Douglas Hawks: I tweeted a desire for something big to happen in the world a few days ago so we could leave tiger alone. Didn't have this mind. I guess we need bigger :( I hate news media

Drew Winstel: OMG Celebrity trouble!!!11111one!!!

shannonsnider@googlewave.com: I agree, really hard to follow unless you have used wave before. This is really my first time.

Paul Fillmore: It's extremely slow. I can type something out and then watch it print out.

ryairlli@googlewave.com: please note this is google wave PREVIEW

chrismartin@googlewave.com: It's worth taking a few hours and just playing around with all the features.

goddennm@googlewave.com: Police Scanner is now closing off traffic north of 45th on Ravenna and Brooklyn

Matthew McCourt: new blood trail at Cowan
Chad: Bad form. Duh. But let's let this Wave be focused on the hunt. Nov 30

ryanirilli@googlewave.com: yes! Nov 30

Matthew McCourt: calling for tons of containment at Cowan Nov 30

bill.e.wood@googlewave.com: i heard they're shutting all traffic at brooklyn and 62nd, Ravenna, etc. Nov 30

Chad: Add to the map:
Seattle Times: Lakewood shooting Map
Matthew McCourt: Cowan Place and University Nov 30

goddenm@googlewave.com: I can't imagine the suspect still bleeding this much and being as mobile as needed to evade the entire police force. Nov 30

Paul Fillmore: Well, you clearly don't watch action movies. Nov 30

goddenm@googlewave.com: Clearly not, I saw Ninja Assassin's over the weekend and apparently you can be stabbed and sliced in all sorts of ways and be completely fine. Nov 30

Marissa: I agree it is odd. Nov 30

Captain America: it would depend on where the shooter was hit. Nov 30

ryanirilli@googlewave.com: The Arkansas judge who supported Clemmons' clemency, Pulaski County Circuit Court Judge Marion Humphrey, also performed Clemmons' wedding in 2004. Nov 30

now it is getting weird..

Paul Fillmore: Maybe he's really awesome, like super charming. Perhaps he has a good reason for killin them cops. Nov 30

stephenmcd@googlewave.com: Wow. Don't know if I would have committed that to the public record . . . Yikes. Nov 30

Matthew McCourt: anybody think Clemmons clemency is ironic? Nov 30

John Glines: it's an close aptronym, but completely the wrong forum for wordplay. Nov 30

chrismartin@googlewave.com: I loved his work with the E Street Band.
ryanirilli@googlewave.com: not cool Paul...

Nov 30

chrismartin@googlewave.com: I think he was being sarcastic.

Nov 30

stephenmcd@googlewave.com: Let's hope so.

Nov 30

ryanirilli@googlewave.com: still, not cool. don't forget 4 people are dead right now

Nov 30

adpowers@googlewave.com: Yes Paul, please don't get in the way of our Crime Solving. Google Wave is serious business.

Nov 30

chrismartin@googlewave.com: I could be wrong, but I think that was his point. Basically saying that the judge's assertion that the suspect was charming does not mean that he's not a killer.

Nov 30

ryanirilli@googlewave.com: fair enough

Nov 30

chrismartin@googlewave.com: But what do I know? Maybe he really is an @$$.  

Nov 30

Paul Fillmore: I can be sarcastic AND an ass, but I'm not the idiot if you think I'm being serious.

Nov 30

ryanirilli@googlewave.com: no one called you an idiot. some things can be inferred

Nov 30

Chad: Relax, everyone. It's not worth fighting about.

Nov 30

Brian W. Post: This has evolved into a fancy chat room. Goog needs to build some filters.

Nov 30

goddenm@googlewave.com: Isn't that what most social networking tools/sites are? A takeoff on IRC chat rooms from 1998.

Nov 30

Tom Biro: Seriously. I think that same thing every time someone is telling me how "groundbreaking" their hashtag-threaded chat on Twitter is. If only we could get them to use an IRC - but no one thinks it's a big deal that their discussions are piling into the public feed all along, too. It's got good sides and bad.

Nov 30

Matthew McCourt: I think they were following the vehicle that was released earlier to Cowen. They said it is the wrong vehicle, though. Still setting up containment

Nov 30

Joe Ruiz: RT @kiro7seattle Sister of slain officer Tina Griswold speaking on behalf of family in Spokane – live vid: http://bit.ly/7cQqNk #washington

Nov 30

Matthew McCourt: K9 entering a house where someone saw "legs and shoes going through a window" in Cowen area.

Nov 30

ryanirilli@googlewave.com: address?
Matthew McCourt: not yet

Brian Walker: I am concerned by the real time reporting of scanner activity here and on twitter. This suspect may not be savvy but future ones may be.

goddenm@googlewave.com: Of course, savvy criminals have been buying police scanners for years.

Arktist: If you are on the run from the police you aren't going to be sitting at a computer monitoring a Wave. ;-)

congfederateyankee@googlewave.com: Funny you should mention that. The Mumbai terrorists used twitter to keep track of police reports via an accomplice that was watching the news. That said, police aren't giving out all their info over the airwaves.

imagejennation@googlewave.com: Is there any truth to the rumor that the suspect was at Harborview but escaped?

Chad: No.

goddenm@googlewave.com: This reminds me of the closing scene in Heat when Al Pacino is hunting Robert DeNiro after killing the cops in the bank robbery... only no twitter or wave and that was a movie.

hayeshaugen@googlewave.com: Really? http://twitter.com/mauricedlemmons

Chad: Holy smokes...

ryanirilli@googlewave.com: is this some kind of Joke?! whoa...

Paul Fillmore: it's from July, I mean, there hasn't been an update since then.

theradfords@googlewave.com: Holy crap! This is guy is half way there. Is is weird that I think "this guy is a crazy killer, therefore he couldn't possibly be savvy, on twitter, etc?)

Matthew McCourt: That is really scary

goddenm@googlewave.com: Considering the photo is photoshopped, I would say so.

adpowers@googlewave.com: How do you know? Judging from the pixels and because you've seen a few in your day?

claycampbell@googlewave.com: someone should tell him to turn on his google latitude and start tweeting :)
Max K: That last radio about the fresh blood was pretty chilling... hopefully they are close

claycampbell@googlewave.com: does anyone know why the alarm didnt go off when he cut off his gps tracker? they said it was pput on by the bondsman but most of the trackers that i know are alarmed so you cant just cut them off

Captain America: they dont have the resources to monitor everyone on GPS, most of the time warnings are ignored.

Brian W. Post: Just to recap what I've seen so far on this wave:
Followers go from 3 to 115+ in about 20 minutes
References and shared links to maps, various online news, police scanners
Huge typing latency issues
Plenty of editorial comments

I feel like a news producer with CNN, picking and choosing all of these live feeds of info to pay attention to (maybe more like a Wall St trader)

mhord5065@googlewave.com: maybe he IS listening

nfallat@googlewave.com: Maybe we should collectively go silent for a bit to see if the police can make some progress. I don't know. This is all sort of surreal. I support public information and public safety, but is anyone else not getting any work done, and not helping solve the crime either?? Signing off for now.

Scott Brown: Starting the sweep through the park, east to west.

Brian Walker: this to me is just the kind of info that should not be posted

Scott Brown: Why not? It's public information. Do you think the suspect could be monitoring Google Wave from his laptop and seeing where the police are so that he can avoid them? IF he were concerned with monitoring the police, he'd do it with a scanner from Radio Shack.

Drew Winstel: That and the wave lag in times like these (where Wave is getting hammered) would outweigh the gains of seeing this info compiled together.

Matthew McCourt: I agree with Scott. Promore likely that he has a pocanner on him than a laptop or phone with google wave running.

bill.e.wood@googlewave.com: I think it's far more likely that any suspect would be listening to the radio feed themselves than reading it secondhand in googlewave...
opps, mathew beat me to that comment

Brian Walker: well, you may be more savvy to this than me, but what is the point of this reporting? If there is a chance you are giving a suspect info, I think you should not.

adpowers@googlewave.com: Just like we gave terrorists knowledge that they can put bombs in shoes and liquids? How can we ever be safe if we are allowed to talk about the security measures in place?!

claycampbell@googlewave.com: most of us can barely digest and handle all of the information that is coming in right now and we are sitting in comfortable offices with t1 lines...were not out in the woods with a cell phone or stealing someones wifi

Scott Brown: The point is to update people that may not be listening to the police radio. Unfortunately we have become a society that demands instant gratification. Since there is no live television coverage following the police around and Twitter has crashed... this is our option.

Brian Walker: and you feel compelled to service these demands for instant gratification?
Scott Brown: More so for my own benefit... but I'm sure there are other people that would like to stay up to speed on these events.

bill.e.wood@googlewave.com: but also imagine the possibility that thousands of citizens in seattle could be instantly alerted to look for a specific car or whatever... if I was running from the cops and knew that people were following it I'd feel at a disadvantage, not an advantage.

Brian Walker: my concern was informing of the direction of a sweep etc., looking for a vehicle, different case?

tdykstra@googlewave.com: You're making as assumption that not only does the suspect have one of the limited invites to google wave but that he is also using a smart phone with the ability to view said wave while injured and running from people.

That's quite a few assumptions.

-edit

True. Perhaps we will all agree at some point about what info is pertinent to consumption and what isn't. But deciding that we should censor info that is FREELY AVAILABLE all over the web doesn't seem productive. Sure he may be using net, but so might a potential victim or informant, etc.

The info already exists whether its disseminated here or not.

Brian Walker: looking to the future here too. you may be right in that assumption, but it is wrng to assume a criminal wound not have access to technology.

Robby Macdonell: I think thats a really good point. The more information like that is repeated, the more likely it is that anyone in the area is on high-alert and

keeping a watchful eye.

Robby Macdonell: Although, (devil's advocate here) it could also have the unintended consequence of making people panic when they only have a fraction of the facts. The last thing anyone wants is a bunch of ill-informed people freaking out about every mid-30s black man they see walking down the street that happened to be in the vicinity of a tip that someone overheard on a police scanner. Not that that's necessarily happening here, but speaking hypothetically.

tdykstra@googlewave.com: Good point. Look at all the mis-info on twitter with any big news story.

Scott Brown: imo, the community needs to be more involved with things like this. I for one wish I could help out someway rather than sitting here at my desk.

Chad: Seattle Times: Lakewood shooting Map

Marissa: Hadn't heard that he cut off a GPS tracker ... where did that come from? I could NOT get this to post inline. Doing something wrong.

claycampbell@googlewave.com: they found it in the sweep of his house., they talked about it this morning on good morning america

Marissa: Thanks for the info Clay
Scott Brown: Overload on Twitter. Can't access any feeds.

confederateyankee@googlewave.com: I wonder if that might be intentional because he might be using Twitter

mattregan@googlewave.com: While possible I sincerely doubt it

tdykstra@googlewave.com: Very very unlikely.

Elise Oras: twitter fail whales.. gwave tells me it shut down. ahh... but has everyone seen this? @mauriceclemmons on twitter http://twitter.com/mauriceclemmons

Scott Brown: Ya spooky.

Elise Oras: hi posts were from JULY

Crystal Nicole Fincher: That's also not a picture of him on that profile.

Scott Brown (and tdykstra@googlewave.com): *possible* suspect got out of a green Toyota and into a white semi with orange trailer.

*did they say 8th and spokane?*

David: yep

Scott Brown: Vehicle is owned by the truck driver/employee of the company.

Elise Oras: i thought it was a mazda 626, green

Matthew McCourt: confirmed 93 mazda 626

shadirhameed@googlewave.com: wth about the color?

Scott Brown: Green.

Frank Hieber: Google Wave has some potential in this situation. It is terribly slow, but it is still running, which is more than I can say for Twitter.

Scott Brown: Twitter is back up.
Max K: Did he say they were rolling pumpkins?

mkauffman123@googlewave.com: pumpkins are the key

Paul Fillmore: I thought he said throwing, but yes, pumpkins.

jacksonw@googlewave.com: thats what I heard

doctor.dan.murphy@googlewave.com (and mb): if he was using iPhone wouldn't his battery be dead by now??? They should watch for someone w a white usb cable and a bloody leg

claycampbell@googlewave.com: if he was using his phone they could track it...not likely that he has a cell phone (or not smart!) but possible thats how they found Sadam in Iraq

mattregan@googlewave.com: "Police question, search and then release a man in the 800 block of Maynard Ave. S in Seattle early this afternoon as the search continues for Clemmons." Photo: Mike Siegel

Not a good day to be a thirty-something black man walking around Seattle.

Fulvio Casali: that's what worries me

tdykstra@googlewave.com: Yeah, the same thing happened with those driving Forza's earlier this month

JcTorres: Can we use the photo for our newspaper VANGUARDIA at mexico

Matthew McCourt: so, also some people chaining themselves to B of A and Chase? anyone else get that? What is going on?! I guess I don't listen to the police scanner enough.

Scott Brown: Ya, heard some guy hollering in the back ground of the radio.

Kaleb Coleman: WTO reunion special...

tdykstra@googlewave.com: Heard it too, where was that?
Matthew McCourt: Downtown?

Matthew McCourt: Description of guy: “White male... dirty clothing.” Looks like it might be a rough day for the homeless as well.

tdykstra@googlewave.com: Someone commemorating WTO protests perhaps?

Adrian: nut jobs are out in force

Chad: Did you just hear about the guy who wanted to help?! Concealed weapons permit, body armor, etc?

mattregan@googlewave.com: Did they say he had his gun sitting on the dash of his car?

tdykstra@googlewave.com: OK which one of you was it? wait body armor is illegal?

Matthew McCourt: especially while running about town?

Ken Smith: I'm pretty sure it depends on the severity, right? If no vital organs were hit, he might survive indefinitely.

Marissa: exactly. If it went through a "fatty" area and out, not much bleeding, might not be an issue. If it hit a vital area it could be much more severe and difficult for him to run around.

Frank Hieber: In Reservoir Dogs they say that a guy won't survive overnight with a gunshot wound to the gut. but what does Quentin Tarantino know?

matthewsmarino@googlewave.com: Anyone with some medical expertise know how long, even in a best case scenario, someone can sustain a gunshot wound and not start to have serious side effects besides bleeding out (e.g., infection/fever, especially while running about town?)

Ken Smith: I'm pretty sure it depends on the severity, right? If no vital organs were hit, he might survive indefinitely.

Marissa: exactly. If it went through a "fatty" area and out, not much bleeding, might not be an issue. If it hit a vital area it could be much more severe and difficult for him to run around.

Frank Hieber: In Reservoir Dogs they say that a guy won't survive overnight with a gunshot wound to the gut. but what does Quentin Tarantino know?

matthewsmarino@googlewave.com: Interesting. And good points. Thanks.

Brian W. Post: This Wave was noted on TechCrunch.
Chad: Link?


clarystephanie@googlewave.com: more on this from gizmodo [http://gizmodo.com/5415608/first-made+for+google-manhunt-in-progress](http://gizmodo.com/5415608/first-made+for+google-manhunt-in-progress)

JohnB: good post, Stephanie.

bill.e.wild@googlewave.com: Please stop with the ridiculousness, it's making this unreadable.
also, sounds like they completed searching cowen park.

Scott Brown: Emergency traffic? What for?? Did I miss something?

Matthew McCourt: Yeah, that stuff is horrible. Also, Google Chrome is agreeably faster.

Scott Brown (and Ken Smith): [dlboardman](http://twitter.com/dlboardman) About six officers in SWAT gear pulled up to the Tacoma home of Clemmons' wife. Four went inside. #washooting

Marissa: Again??

Scott Brown: It really seems like things are starting to quiet down now.

kristi.waite@googlewave.com: Maybe he's on the move again?

Scott Brown: I dunno, but it seems that the radio traffic has really gotten quiet about him now... for the last hour it's been just regular radio traffic and every day occurances.

mattregan@googlewave.com: Police no longer looking for '97 Mazda Millenia

Jethro Nolt: What now?

Paul Kenyon: Now everybody goes home and tries again tomorrow.

mattregan@googlewave.com: [http://twitter.com/KIRO7Seattle](http://twitter.com/KIRO7Seattle)

*Police no longer looking for '97 Mazda Millenia - WSP Trooper Brandy Kessler says it was sold 2 months ago*

Lori Fredericks: ouch. i feel sorry for whomever owns that now. :\ how did it take them this long to realize it had been sold?
mattregan@googlewave.com: NYT: Forget Huckabee 2012:  

Scott Linder: Yeah, it's hard to recover from a gaffe like this. He'll never live it down.  

mattnew@googlewave.com:  

Schuyler Salz: I read he acted only on a recommendation from a parole board... this will be the last time he skips his homework :)
And the prosecutor who botched the 2nd batch of charges is done for...  

Mike Diaz: I think we all thought the same thing. lol...  

nassi.moro@googlewave.com: NYT: "worst act of violence against law enforcement in the history of this state"...terrible. I didn't realize that Clemmons made history..  

bjason82@googlewave.com: This should put it into perspective... http://www.scribd.com/doc/10474334/The-New-Order-of-the-Barbarians-by-Dr-Lawrence-Dunegan  

Nate King: Good use for Google Wave. is there a URL type address that we can give to others or can it just be forwarded  

Michael: I don't believe so. I believe the google wave beta/preview status makes the content unreadable by people without a google wave account. I do recall in their epic long google wave video that they intend to have the ability to embed waves in to webpages. Once embedding is more production level then I'm sure non wave users can be linked.